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Living Abroad Increases 
Self-Concept Clarity
“The shortest path to oneself 
leads around the world”
- The Travel Diary of a Philosopher, 1919
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Hermann von Keyserling
1880 - 1946
Name your most 
valuable asset
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Why Global Mobility?
An employee’s earning potential is a direct 
function of his or her skills, capabilities, 
and experience – and international 
experience is one of the most effective 
ways for people to increase their value
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Global Mobility Benefits for 
Employees
• Opportunities to discover 
• new skills and capabilities
• career paths that best match strengths and 
values
• values and norms driven by personal choice 
and/or cultural upbringing
• greater life satisfaction, decrease stress, 
and improve job performance
(BizEd, 2018)
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Global Mobility Challenges
Business environment
• Globalization
• New market entry
• Workplace innovations
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Talent environment
• Talent shortage
• Next generation workers
• Need for global leadership
Pressure on global
workforce mobility
Internal expectations
• Global mobility (GM) that fits 
the needs of the business
• GM as a standard business 
practice
• Return on GM investments
Compliance environment
• Rapid regulatory changes
• Increased scrutiny
• Different requirements for 
different countries (Deloitte: Smart Moves Series, 2010)
Global Mobility Framework
Learning experience
Learning experience Strategic opportunity
Target employees:
• Rising stars
• Employees looking for diversity in 
experience and personal growth
GM approach:
• “Expat light”
• Focus on development
• Expect participants to bear some of 
the burden
Target employees:
• Future leaders – “superstars”
GM approach:
• “Expat plus”
• Focus on development, experience 
and retention
• Enhanced future opportunities
Commodity job Skilled position
(management or technical)
Target employees:
• Volunteers
• Low-cost talent
GM approach:
• Minimal perks and support
• Local transfers
• “At risk” assignment
Target employees:
• Demonstrated performers
• Deep, specialized skill sets
GM approach:
• Short-term or “local plus”
• Project-based assignments
• Rapid deployment
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A Country in Crisis: 
Will Greece Survive?
• Research for start-up expatriates
• Background of the crisis
• Political and institutional context
• Societal issues
• Case study analysis
Carnes, L. (2018). A country in crisis: Will Greece survive? The Journal for  
Global Business Education, 17, 5-11.
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(TeachMideast, 2018)
Language
10
Language Apps
User rates
Language level
Features
https://bilingua.io/best-apps-learn-
arabic-free
http://www.firdaous.org/write-name-
arabic-calligraphy.htm
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(CareerJunction, South Africa, 2018)
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Test your Knowledge
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Join with the Kahoot! app or at 
kahoot.it
with Game PIN
UAE Culture Quiz
What are the largest 
problems start-up 
expatriates will face in 
your country?
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Of those problems 
identified at your table, 
which one would be the 
most difficult for start-up 
expatriates to overcome?
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Illustrate your problem
Identify your table’s spokesperson 
to report to the group
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